Modular display mounts
for video walls
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Build your bespoke configu ation using our

Modular Video Wall Mounting System

VIDEO WALL CONFIGURATOR
https://www.atdec.com/video-wall-configurator

Designed with the rigours of a public environment and the
installer’s needs in mind, the modular video wall mounting system
integrates a range of features that offer high security, time
savings and easy installation.

Landscape
363lb per display/
per single wall rail

Post-installation height
adjustment and leveling

Display support for easier
cabling and servicing

Displays can be securely locked
with small padlocks

Interconnecting plates
for easier alignment

Flexible width
From 200 to 400
high (TH-VWV)

Portrait
363lb per display/per single wall rail
Flexible width
From 200 to 800 high (TH-VWVP)

Create
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Ordering code

Description

TH-VWV

200 - 600 VESA brackets

TH-VWVP

200 - 800 VESA brackets

TH-VWP-050

19.6" wall plate

TH-VWP-080

31.4" wall plate

TH-VWP-100

39.3" wall plate

TH-VWP-160

62.9" wall plate
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Adapt

Upgrade

Brisbane Airport, Australia

Pop-out video wall mount

Pop-out video walls stand out for their ease of installation,
ease of maintenance, and infinite modularity. Ideal for recessed
wall installations, they are chosen for their post-installation
accessibility.

ADB-VWP pop-out mount

One product, infinite possibilities

3.46"

10.91"

The ADB-VWP has an ultra-low profile for
mounting into walls with a shallow recess
or minimal space in front. The pop-out
system enables quick and easy access to the
rear of mounted screens for servicing and
maintenance.

Simple “hook-on”
display attachment

Post-installation

Up to 110lb
Up to 400 x 400
(or 600 wide using
included extensions)

+0.39” of vertical and
+/-0.28” of lateral adjustment

Landscape or Portrait
display orientation

Spring-assisted
pop-out mechanism

push-to-open mechanism
easy post-installation access

Tool-free

landscape or portrait orientation

micro adjustments at 4 corners
for seamless display alignment

multiple adjustment points pre- and post-installation
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Victoria’s Secret
Melbourne store, Australia
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Safety screws
help prevent unauthorised
removal of screens

We specialise in
modular mounts

Contact us today
If you have specific equirements or need expert advice,
we’d love to help. Our team of engineers will work with
you to create the optimal solution for your project.

Mounts for
Video Conferencing

Mounts for
Menu Boards

Explore
Mounting solutions for
Video Walls and Video
Conferencing equipment

Our complimentary
diagnostic service

Training & assisting
professional installers

Work with our engineers to
create your bespoke solution

Atdec North America
20427 - 87th Ave

Phone: 888 303 4252

South Kent WA 98031

Email: ateam@atdec.com
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